DRAFT: OfficelO End-User Productivity Team Vision Statement
April 25, 1999
Program Managers and Areas of Ownership:

Core UT: GlemnF

MSN Integration / Services on the Web: Dav~Swl, .~Katm~n
Workpane: Zeke
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W~D. We am ~ focus ~~ Help and Assistance inh-~mxXum. The pati~8~ for ~g less work on

non-~oaL ~ i~ a ~imc~ fall ~t of want~g 1~ d~iv~ ~dt~mer~ and t)mefl~ Tedling I~ol~e "32 ~t~ or
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End-user productivity Feature Standard

cont~ e~) and t~n ~ ~he wor~nx~ Ou~se +mt + scroE m cunmcts; open a message + metre name +

onend user produc~,~-y and exdl~enent in Ofl~:e ZO Is ~o address b’~ese (among
2. Wll me cfw~es you~ ;~l)os~ng elfec~v~ sc~e t~e txet~qn? (Ex= guarantee your~f a new Job ~Exad’s Darn’Sort command hash1 changed in a

Customers
blain focus is end-us~’/IEU. We deliver infrastnu:l:ure for ob~er ~ to please the other groups.

End user
Infiuent~l End-user

Ol~dy e~sier ~ be productive
~ am t~h~y Integrated into t~e dient~
unique m web sims.
Can delh~r richer, bet~r-inl~grat~d user expe~ence of their
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TkJhl~" in~gratlon with serve~sen4cs offers mmpeltlng business
value (e.g. ERP/dam int~jral~on tn the Workpane).
All of the above yell at him or her m get it.

Functionality Goals
Scenarios below hetp motivate this section.

CoreUZ
1. Auto Zn ~ntrol. He.an!sin fo~ conm:dllng Auto actions. Address discoverability of the
mechanism (reasonably in the user’s face (i.e. not just a hidden checkbox) and also
reasonably not too obtn~sive (no~ the assistant)). Reduce user busy work. This applies
even If the a~o~ is not generated from the event monitor code. In Word’s vision this is
described as "pmacUve Word." Note detail available a~
htt~:/Ioff~lOIt~mslUUNenmloarsonalizat~n.htm. We wil! also pursue some more
auto functionality. Some is the key word here; we will do this selecUveh/. Ex: linking
documents and OuUook infonnabon as In dlddng ~ brings up the cak=~lar.
2. Alerts, Goal is to reduce user lYustration. Were added and removed tm~ help buttons,
and most recently added URLs to them. Hetrlc is TBD. Huch app spedflc, feature specific
work here. DooJment with det]~ under col~’trgCt:k~. PSS/3V data for which alerts or
dassos of alerts to target is one startlng point. Goal will most likely ~ndude: reduce the
user’s need to read, understand / remember the ~ and figure out what m do to move
on. Some alerts are mostly OK (e.g. do you want to save changes?). Classes of problems
~n alerts so far are: Not actionable; Not: helpful/understandable (too cryptic); Not:
specific enough; Awkward button mapping; and No local ont:ex~.
3. Collect and Past= 2.O. In 2000 this turned out to be great for the demo, not good
enough for real usage. Goal for 10 is same as goal for RleOpen In 9: grea~ for real users.
DetaiLs available at ttttD_:ilofflr,=lOIteams/~r~rau:’-’~-htm
4. Speech Command and Control. Leverage work in onm~and bars for this. This is not a
huge standaione work Item; this work is focused on being reasonable in the context of
the primary speech goal: dicl:atio~.
5. Help. One goal: pedorrnan~e. No deep changes to archit~cture, bits, etc.
6. Visual redesign, Aesthetes and reduce durra’. Goal: c~een look with user appeal. Hake
Office 2000 look as c~unky and dated as Offre 4 does today.
7. eBook, Int~j~ with eSook is under investtgabon.

Pane
InfrasmJcture: the Workpane is a platform, like command bars, for other teams. (Unks to demos
and more documents below; short version is to think of this as a browser control hosted in a
command bar.)
L Tier-1 clients (Nuat), These scenarios are key to the ~ 10 vision and exploit
unique aspects of this ~ (e.g. server int~ration).

a. Publlsh/docurnem sharing scenario (Web Documents =am)

b. Other dlent Integration with web services (e.g. HSN integration, Hosl~l Office

server funcdona~, perhaps data from the web?). (Server Te~n, Excel data
t~am?)

r. Guidelines for v~het we ptK here v no~ put here. (Functionality? Help? Content?)
2. Tier-2 Cllenl= (Uke). Functionality we’d like to be abte to enable but is more vague
and is not guaranmed at: this time.
a. Area for solutions (e~3. expense tamplata) to present UI. Exploits the ability for
dynamic presentation (as compared to dialogs (static) or toolbars (not dch)).
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Solutions can be more in~acUonal~e, self.descriptive, and mode~ess, as
well as consistent in their browser and application presentatbn. (Progremrnabillty
team)
b. Platform for applications to use to produce bettor solu’dons to specific, selectively
chosen user problems. Goal is to get basic HTML U~ right (usable, useful,
des|rable), and give users an opportunity to react before we change the who~e
app under them. Plan Is the same as when Wizards became available: apps
make the best derision they can locally to take on 0-2 features per app at most
here, flon~ng the features U-at can get the most out of this mechanism. Initial
list from the apps is at !,~tm/lofflmlOit~rnslullwodmmm/the°/a2Oaoos.htm.
Right now, there’s no~ much tn common to these features,

core menu and toolbar experierme with richer browse and search mechanisms. The workpene
complements the rnent~tooihar space as a personallzation mechanism; once the user has used
functlonal~ through the work~ne, that functionality is bubbled up and into the rare U1 space.
Office 2000 arfd-btoat functionality decreased U1 by removing what you dtdn~ use. This feature
Increases U~ by adding the ~ that are relevant to your usage pattam.
Success for the workpane is i~ the user (1) uses this Instead of reading all the menus (in their

expanded form) and tool tips and (2) the user succemis at the task at hand.
1.

DIs~r~m~bllity thmgh Search + Browsable result~ Enable a basic search
mechanism (AnswerWlzard++) over the U1 spaoa tt~t saves the user the effort of
No help, no addrdonal words or explanation: Just the command.

doesn’t have to use search as the main U~ to the funcUonallty. Pemonalizat~on implies
that once the user has done somethlng it will be easier te gat hack them.
3. Ihmter child "aptirnMly~" UI. We want to do enough here to try the ideas
out (rich presentatk~ and description, modeless, web navigation metaphor, etc) and
deliver some benefR. The formatting U~ is an inll~al focus for this effor~

i~SN/Services on the Web

1. Instant ~xtran~t, Web Folders work out o~ the box. The entry point is obvious, the
registration lXOCaSs Ls brief and the user can successfully find and share the pul~ished

MSN services to whal: the Server team enables makes sens~
2. Online meetings as ~ as UP.J.~ Setting up and joining a meeting on the Internet is
as easy as seffing up a meeting in Outlook and dicldng a. URL We need more specie
goals re: interop w~h Exchange real t~me ¢ollab as we~ as integration with Office
document review and project management process. We take advantage o~ additional
hardware (microphone, camera) but ~11 work in the base case (keyboard only). The
workaround we target here IS the speakerphone / conference call.
3. No excuses. If the browser works, this functJonality works.
would allow the Fundamentals team to connect DAD Watson ~o SOW and the Worldwide
team to provide server-side document tra~, for Instance. lrt could also allow the e5. Oppor~nlatl© al~lCatJon sl~dfl¢ integra’dono At the very least ~ t~am catalogs
and makes sense of all the services on the web integration shipping In the box.

Won’t3
¯ We do not completely replace or suppress the exlsUng user Int~fa~ for the applicaUons.
¯
¯
¯

We do not ck~e a~ the existing sendoas out on the web, but rather focus on
understanding what our cusb::m~rs actually want in this space.
We won’t integrate every [MSN] service under the sun into Office, but will happily

We won’t Deliver the Ultimate Znfrastz’uc~re or ~’dal ]mldementation of Untfyk~g Help
and functionality (the scenario of"! have the tool handy; how do ! use it?~. Today,
conUnue to do this. All teams solve their most Important problems by lmpmving the

¯

We do not attempt to generate wizards on the fly to address user tasks thai: span
multiple dialogs or multiple steps. "rhe space underlying speed, menus, toolbars, search,
and help is only as good as It individual feature designers make ~..

Scenarios
Core UI
We assume that users are upgraders of some Idnd and already have a basic way to be prod~
in the appllcatlons. ~t might no~ be optimal or even the way we irfeended the applications to be

¯

U~ers can ontrol unwanted Aub) eadly. Try the following in Word 2000
(you may need to reset TooLVAute~~Other Corrections). Type
Repeat until you want to use anothar word proc=ssor. Tlds is netjust event

¯

(see
U=em are ~ tl~e~d ~t Ale~t=, We know u=er= see them. We need to define
the scenario and metzic we addrass bore. Weknow It’s not the raw taunt of
alerts in the products (leads to vague alert text) or more text in more alerts
(users don’t enjoy reading this stuff). We know there’s a lot of app spedfl¢ work

2. U=em deln~ ==~unen, hiMt-lY~lUen~ t==lw are be~t~r off
good example here. We ~n recognize ~tes and, potentially, contacts, and make
them linked. Examine: user types May Z and It bemmes M~t wtth
OuUook~//date/~ under It. Note =unwant~ is easy to control" makes
¯

l~onln~ inf, ermi~m bet’wmm dm:um~t~ ~ ~r. Last release

:3. U=er= ~ are dictating =peed~ have beeic control of b’teir appliod:ions
through =prom as w~il, We are still defining scenarios here.
4. Umrs react pmltivaly to Offim vlmml=. OK, this is a stretch as a user scenario. Key
here is tttat a visual redesign ~ make ~ 10 distinctive fitx~ previous releas~ does

Workpane
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This is a parUCular sub-focus of Core ~ with the same assump~ns. ~ basic scenario is the
baseline u~biliP/tesL Do usem have a bettor suc~ss mm at tasks aren% weil represen!~J on the
default toolbars?
1, Can u~er~ looMa the toMs they need for a tamk? There are at kms~ two part~ ~
this: ~’I know what task ! want to accomplish; wha~ too~ do I need.~ and ~I know what
reading the menu items, trying them out, and trying help. We usually demo Help, but
believe that me~s ju~ manually seard~ the space. We think that cornmand search is an
2. Do u~ find this a ¢sel, exclti~ t~ ¢ha~? I-kwe we succasdu~ addressed the
coexist~qce and intemp with current U~, peffom~ance, etc.? Sped~cally, do we balan~
well between ex~tlng entn/points for what use~ already know (men~ba~s) and
being a well integrated entry point to funcl~onellty that users don’t know we~l? (Hard to
beat menus/toolbam for sl~ff the user already know~ ~n fa~ If we me~ with the toplevel entry points, R’s probably a net negal~e.) Will users notice and rea~

NSNIService~ on the Web
We assume orCy tbet the browser can ge~to the ~~e~ afte- setup.
1. W~b f~ldem w~k ~t ~f th~ ba~ The user has a I~ace on the n~ to sa~ fll~ m
treat ju.~ works out of the box. What ~nk~al setup ~ b required (e.g. Passport
identity?) can happen dudng the Save As Web page prooass. The user can exendse the
basic funcl~x~l~ (save, open, rename, permissions / ~) required for basic
olla~ against her shared space on the net. Office fu~ity (e.g. Web
components) works great against thb defautt
2. Share m~e than d~cume~~ Out~ust wod~ against l~b mail store. Contac~ and
calendar are sharabie.
3. I~al tlm~ ¢M~. The user can easily find other users on llne and successfully
start real t~ne communlcat~m with them. This process integrates well with the document
ed~ng process in any HSO client. (Hake the experience of Office users trying to do real
time ollab against Intemet services s~rnple and ~)
4..~q~mY~abiliW. The user can resolve a bioddng problem (error message, task that Help
on the ¢~tent does nol: address) wi~out maldng a phone call by get, rig to additional
serv~es on the web. Key: this assumes th~ I~S wants to ~k} this and that the apps
are working / ~ and can connect (d. Fundarnentais team). Appeal here is that the
client software haips you rmd ways m get stuff done on ~ server (onnec~ to a URL
that can redlrec~ apc~oriately to H~p on the web, PSS offeflnga, ORK, Of~e Update,
eta) rather than making you seek It out separat~y. Key for us is to identify the
integration point~ and who Is dgning up to be or~ ~e olPRr s~le, and what this means in
an admln’ed environmen!~)
S. |~d~mat~m in’c~lratkm. While woddng on a docume~ the user needs additi°nal
info~ that is online. The Ixocass of geffing that addrdonal Information, as long as
that information is aw~lleble throug~ the browser, into the user’s document is easier and
betl~r integrated Inl~ the documenl: creatior~editing cycle. (Ex samite il~formatJon:
contact names, ~ dates an~deadlinas (as stoced on a team web page), direc~ns
point WRT unified search. The~ is no ¢k~r owner for the value add here; as it stands
this would just be m-presenting browser+ search in the contex~ of the editing

application.
Notes:
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.

¯
¯

The eefau~ ptace is just a stamng point. It~ primary goals are to just work ou~ o~ me ix)x
and to scale. FP and Outtoo~/Ex~ange are ~ tha~ exceed the functionality
olin.ted here v~y quic~ (but do not offer out of the Ix~ bonellt in the sarne way).
Wh|te we have NetMeeting inte{jra~ion in 2000, out o~ t~ box

Demo Scrilit
a~ract~e, Innovative, ~ cnnsmen~ (read: acro~ l~e al~eCatlem, ttm~ a~ Ix,~ter t~e same way~). We ~now w~ve

Customer :Input
¯

Base, he stu~ (su~ess r~e of uses Just tn~ng to use O~:e) ~t~:llofftr~lOlh,~ms/Idul.ahill[’vll~selil~umm~rv.htm is a good starting point

document (link above, in line)
¯

PSS (esp for ale,s)

Technical :Investments
¯

Worlq~ane: command bar with Trident that allows a rich presentation or UI but doesn~
cn~e security, performance, or’new mmponent" problems. Also, rnec~nism so l~at
this LE and dassic ~ UI look ~igh~ next to each o~er.

Project Tenet
¯

Before we ~ on a dependency or feature, we t~ink through the deflnincj scenario and

¯

When we ac~ua!ly cut ~r sc~ features we go back to the defining scenario to see if

¯
¯

Users clon’~ I~e ~ (alerts, UT, e~:.).
Users learn by doing, and don~ mind and playing with software (they Just don"c do it for
a living).

Rel ed Documents
¯

Inrdal goals when t~e t~tm was defitted - htto://offlcelOIt~,~msluilever~ew.htm

¯

Wh~ we ~ ~ for NRO In the U~ spa~e document -

h~m:~/ -e~.~-1~/te~m~/idu/de~. n/~mtotvoeGal~erv~web~-~-~:e1~/sh~ck.w~VeDem~2.~
ht~.d!ol~ 10/bln/worlmane/FakeWorlma neDemo.hl~n

See htm:tlofflcelO/teamslaom/deoont~enc~.htrn#UZ: c~n*dngency ptan TBD.
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Other teams should assume that we are building the workpane and metntalrdng (until otherwise
noted) the shared code we delivered in Of~ 9. FlleOpen ownership wli! most likely move to
WebDocument3 (to help them deliver on a great publishing story). Command bars, Help and
Assist~r~r~ SDM, and SDI seem like no-brothers to stay In t~ls t~arn.
Aler~ feature area assumes some app spec~ work to be done by the applications (in the n~me
of fundamen’mls).
(~er t~rns v~ll rn~ke theW own ~nv~s~n~ in ~k:at~ sp~lflc ~ exc~cement and
i~rsonal I~~ f~tums~ This t~m w~g be r~~ for me~ing the collm~ve s~c of

Worldng with dev on this II~ Ma|n Items right now are bug/perf dean up from last ml and some
fit and finish Items (e,g. end user ~ of places bar In Fl~::~~en).
Compel:i~m
Comers ~ w~ Offl~ 97/2000 + user workemundso The usual suspects f01k~N COr!!
WordPerfe~ su~, Smar~ Su~ (LcXus/WM))o The I~ of othem (e.g. AOL?) end dnlldown wig
Asm.smptform
We can scope and pdodt~ Workpane to be valuable without being unpredictable (e.g.
¯

We can get: the perf and safely we ryeed when driving Offk:e through a Tddent front; end

¯
¯

We can wfitze server o:)de (a is Hotmall) that: is robust and valuable to er~-,users,
We Bm not affec:t~ by any severe changes that mighl: happen to

.

¯

Command bars as redisl: for vs~:lio. No pmmlses; we Just need to figure t~s ou~ beL~mr
In this release.
Updatabie content on the client: no~ dear how doable this is now, ~f we cam abou~
enabling even bet~r or more. l~in issue now is help. zf we thlnk weql author festums in
HTT.1L + script In the workpane, then this is for more than Help. Do we need to worry
about to, back? Versloning? In~erop?
No~ sum if we~ve thought through the annuib//Offlce update integration v these services
on the wev v MSN enough.

End-user productivity Feature Standard (long version)

t~me) made o~ fixus TCO {LORe; aJsmnws) and HTML (new web smnm~).
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DRAFT
OfficelO Web Documents Vision Statement
4/26/99
Key focus areas are:
¯ Improve the Save/Publish/Send experience. Make saving to a web for
collaboration and saving a document into a worldlow process great.
,, Make Office the best tool for contributing to a FP/OSF_/Platinum/’rahoe
web site through tighter integration with web based tools and services.
¯ Continue to invest in targeted H’rHL infrastructure Improvements
(CF_HTHL, smaller/cleaner HTHL files, XHL support for new scenarios in
the apps), and provide customer focused changes to our HTML support
Program Plarmgem and Area= of Owner=hip:
GPH: Marc Olson
Team (initial focus areas):
Handira Vlrmani: Web Server integration
Alan Ramaley: Server based collaboration, HTHL file handling
Teresa Fung: Save/Publish/Open impmvernents
Noah Ecjodn: CF_HTHL improvements
Noah Edelstein: Metadata Integration
Valede Sercly: SendTol0 and Email collaboration
Charter
The charter of the Web Documents team is to enable better shadng of
documents by knowledge workers through the use of team webs and
collaborative email scenarios. This team will continue to invest in our suite-wide
use of HTHL and remove borders to adoption of I-rTHL as a file format. We own
defining key user scenarios around working with documents intended for sharing
with others, either In email or on a web. Web sites should be able to be treated
the same as file servers everywhere in the product.

Vision
The vision of the Web Documents team is to continue to deliver on the promise
of Web Servers as the place for documents that am to be shared with others.
Part of the work is the HTHL file format enabling that was done in Office 2000,

MS/CR 0005751
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but there remains more work to be done around exposing the context of the web
as part of the document creation process. This includes knowing what other
documents are in the same space, understanding the structure of the site and
how that relates to where ! save things, as well as enabling a smart server to
simplify the decisions around how I put a document on a server and make it
available to other users. We’ve given users a UNC view of their web stte, but as
sites get smarter and have more stnJcture, we should look at exposing that
structure differently through the namaspaca extension so that the user’s
document go to the dght place in the web. These key enhancements build on
features made available from the FP/Offlce Web Server web as well as our new
storage in Platinum.
HTHL as a file format brings Issues and complexity with it that we need to
continue to manage for the user to give them as seamless an experience as
possible. There remain Issues around sharing content between Office
documents, enabling other tools to create and edit OfrK~ generated HTHL, and
some unsolved challenges around the complexity of what’publlsh’ means as it
relates to Saving a file. Some of these challenges include the integration of the
"peeler" to strip out round-trip Information for archival purposes, what it means
to save a copy, what options are applicable to which target browser, how does
the user get the end URI. of the document they just saved, and managing the
multiple indlvtduel files created by saving H’r~L documents. :In Officeg, various
HTIVlL options were feature-oriented (e.g. use CSS or not) rather than browseroriented. Were heard from eady feedback that this is difficult to understand
and that end users do not have a good grasp of differences in browser
functionality.
Sharing documents and information isn’t just about web servers. SendTo9
enabled a new way for people to send documents v’~a ernail, as well as providing
the framework for a betbsr HTHL mall experience using WordHail. The solution
isn’t perfect, and there is addition work to make the experience better for
Wordmail and for the compound document scenarios that exist for Excel and
PowerPotnL ].n addition, there is the possibility of extending the Send
functionality to provide context for scenarios enabled within the
Outlook/Ratinum collaboration space.
As our corporata email store moves to a web server model in Platinum, we need
to understand the key integration points from a document centric perspective
and make sure that users can gain the benefits of Platinum when their
documents are stored there, enabling exposing metadatz for the server as part
of the document creation and saving experience. As Outlook works to make
documents a key part of the information they understand and manage, provide
the dght integration model to make customers want t~ put their documents in
the same place that they put their mall and calendaring information. Getting

0005752

more content into this space enables better scenarios for workgmup solutions,
team projects, and an easier way to find information using the underlying search
infrastructure and dch views on information available in Outlook.

~’ "~ ~-~ "~""

End u~r

~i~ ~ ~ ~~= ~ o~ ~u~ ~e ~e of web
si~ ~d ~1

]nflue~a~ E~u~r

~ ~ ~gy ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f~ for ~
~t ~ ~m P~ for d~t ~e ~o=

Influen~als

C~ ~~iy deploy OSE~ ~ ~ble d~en~
or wor~ ~vel ho~ ~

BDM
~0

Functionality Goals (list of possibilities)

¯ Enable better sharing of document content between applications via
CF_HT~L
¯ Provide Web Archive support (HH’F~L) to simplify file management
¯ Investigate improvements to handling unknown I-IT~L to enable scenarios
¯ Targeted improvements based on customer and review feedback
XML (tentative):
¯ Create an XML compliant version of our HTMt. output
¯ Allow for export of specific porLIons of a document as XlVlL
¯ Build an export to XML wizard

Open/save:
¯ Enable web sites t~ be accasslble everywhere that I load/save files within
Office

MS/CR 00057~3
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¯ Expose projec~ spaces and team pages as targe~ locations
¯ Understand better the Publish vs. Save model that customers have for
documents stored on a web
¯ Provide a consistent user expadence when saving documents to a
Platinum store or to a OSF-./I=P Web
¯ Provide met~data pmrnotion and synchronization from the client into the
¯ Review server based metadata from within the document
¯ Enable templates ~o contain default metadata and project informauon
¯ File, New works against a web sloe so that ! can create documents that
are part of the web context
Send to 9/Emaih
¯ Rgure ou~ possible Improvements to current model (comments

section/cover sheet separate from body of document)

Hake sense of the dght way t~ present send single sheet/slide and send
entire presentation/workbook.
¯ Look at Improvements to sending attachments for collaboration
¯ Investigate ways to unify the Save/Send/Publish experience
¯

Collaboration;
¯ Enable initiation of a review process that works against Platinum or OWS
from within the application
¯ Track review/commen~ state from within the document
¯ Incorporat~ server context for document (di~ussions, document state,

tasks)

¯ Show relal~l documents on a server
¯ Make web discussion feabJreS work bet~r across Office, just llke in Word

Working be~r with documen~ in webs:
¯ FP and Publisher focused enhancements to Hyperllnk dialog
¯ Enhancements to File Open to make working in Frontpage belier
¯ Bet~r in~:jration of PP’dient f~oJres into the Office applica’dons (bots,
views, list component)
Won’t=;
¯ Re-invent our HTML file format to be a pure XML implementation
(XHL+XSL). We need more feedback from customers before we go down
a path that further reduces the reach of our "view everywhere’ file format.
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Scenarios
Contributing content to a web site is easy, easy, easy. I can find places to save
to, create documents that reflect the context of the site, put the documents in
the right place, and easily enable others (and myself) to find and collaborate on
those documents again.
Sharing documents with others for collaboration/review/shared authoring is
enabled in a consistent way for web ~ and platinum/outlook team folder
scenarios. ! can start a review process from within the application context.
Other scenarios documents

D~ument collabor-a~don scenario
Web authorino Scenario

Demo
//under construction
Customer Znput~
¯ Site visits to understand how customers are deploying Office 2000 and
OWS
¯ Customer and review feedback about our HTML implementation
Technical Investments
Updating Rle/Open to provide an extenslbillty model to enable hosting of other
namespace extensions
Implement a client side object model to Rle open to improve customization for
ISVs
Integration with Web Server defined abstraction layer for talking to
OSE/Plzrd num/TahoeJGenedc Webs
Web Archives (MHTHL) as a file format

Project Tenets
All new features need to be persisted in HTHL in a way that doesn’t break
backwards compaUbllRy
New features can’t rely on a new version of IE
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Related Documents
Other versions of this document along the way:
Original vision in December:
htm :! lofficelOIt~ams/WebClientJvislons/Web%20Ciient%20ideas%20for%20NRO.htm

Hore thinking once the feature teams were defined:
htt~ :!toffice lO,,~,=.~ns/Wei~3 ~nt/vislor, s/web%20documents.htm

Dependencies
In the omce Box:
Office Web Server
Tahoe/Rosebud
Frontpage
Things your team is building that other folks rely on:
Enhancements to Rle Open/Save focused on Web server/Platinum scenario
integration
HTHL plumbing and infrastructure, particularly CF_HTHL
SendTol0 int~jratlon in the apps
NNO possibillUe~
Our list is kept on the server, but it’s a bit: out of date. Here are the prime
candidates for work:
Architecture work to fix a limit in our long pathname/hypedink problem
(problems with HaxPath being too short).
Investigating some FrontPage feature integration
Leveraging work on Web Archive add-in to see how it maps to making MHTHL a
core piece of functionality.
Clean up parser infrastructure.
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Office 2000--can we improve web publishing and server integration experience
enough to compel upgrades
Traditional suite produd:s that provide web integration 0NordPerfect,
SmartSuite). Wordperfect 2000 will be especially Int~re~ng to evaluate due to
It’s claim of tight integration of Trellix as well as native support for XML
document authoring (at least in WP, no~ dear about; the other applications in the
suite),
Trellix

As~mp~on$

The biggest open issue now is the evolution of our HTHL file format. When we
started Office2000, it was dear that sharing document via webs was going to be
critical. Between then and the time we finished, there have been an number of
advances in the core technology available, particularly in the area of XML. Our
focus in Office2000 was on universal V~cing of Office documents across
bn~Nsers, and our format was optimized for that and the ability to make the save
process Iossless. Zt would be conceivable to want to produce a pure XHL version
of our documents that’s based on XHL plus some XSL or CSS tz’ansform, but that
would only work on a subset of browers. This type of feature would be more
tar~ at developers and vertical document management solutions rather than
end users wanting to publish their documents. Doing this work means redefining our web fi~e format, perhaps in advance of any tangible user benefit.
Another alternative is to look at implementing our HTHL flte format as XHTIVlL, a
format currently in a working group at the W3C. See h~u://www.w3.oro/TR/WDhtml-in-xml/.
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DRAFT
Office 10 Release and Deployment
March 23, !999
Program Managers and Areas of Ownemh|p:
Greg Harrelson
.3ohn .~endrezak
Darrin Hatekeda
Rob Howe
Asa Whalstrom
Teresa Fernandez
Harry Sinn
Gordon Hardy
Javier Delgado

~

Charter
The charter of the Release and Deployment team will continue to assure that the
current and future Microsoft Office customers will find the new releas~ of Office
compelling and economk:;alty feasible to acquire and upgrade to. We will
continue to develop and Implerneffc features and process that allow alt of our
customers (End Users, 11" Departments, and OEH’s) to continue to lower the cost
of deploying maintaining, and updating (Service Releases) installations of Office.

Vision
~To provide solutions that reduce the complexity and expense of Installing,
customizing, deploying, maintaining, and updating MicrosoFt Office"

Customers
Them are three fundamental customer groups that we will be addressing with
this release of Office. The approximate amount of focus for each area is listed
as a percentage of the total.
Adminisb-dtors (70°/o of focus)
The cost of ownership is addressed in this customer segment by providing
appltcaUons ~t are easy to deploy (Initially and on an on-going basis)
and require little to no maintenance (resilient). This was the customer
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segment that was addressed by Office 2000 and in Office 10 many of the
same success factors should be focused on and improved.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Easy to Customize
Easy to Deploy
Easy to Haintain
Resilient
Upgrade Rdellty
Easy SR Rollout

End Usem (20% of focus)
We lower the cost of ownership here by providing a killer OOBE (Out of
Box Experience), and by making the so~mre self-maintaining. We need
to reduce the number of choices that a user needs to make to get our
software installed. If they selected ’Custom’ last in Office 2000 we should
be able to migrat~ their choices forward for the Office 10 inst~ll. We also
gain end-user satid’action by simply rnaldng the overall seUJp experience
laser.
¯ Simpler Install (Drag Drop, Install same as last, etc.)
¯ Faster Install
¯ Tolerant, Forgiving, Resilient Applications
OEN’s (tO=/= of fe~:us)
OEH’s are all about speed, how fast can they deploy software using our
tools and processes. To lower costs to the OEM’s we need to think about
how to deploy software in a factory floor environment. We should modify
tools that make OI94 type assumptions about target machines. (Disk
space available, OS on the machine, other software being bundled, etc.)
¯ Speed Focused
¯ Enhanced the set of dep!oyment tools to make OEM deployment
quick and easy

Functionality Goals
ZntelliSetup
¯ Support Drag Drop Setup
¯ Support "Same as current Install"
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¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Migrate users settings from previous versions of Office
Re-Claim space wizard
~ake Setup recognize and use web serwrs
Support ~Push Updates" Create a single untried install of Office
Allow Setup to span multiple CDs during unified install
Support DVD as a distribution media

Annuity
¯
¯
¯
¯

Investigate how we could adapt a DIVX model to Office
Investigate Office Tone
Have user setting stored for them on the Web
Make updates automatic

Automnted Deployment
¯ Inves~ o~er solu~ons suc~ as ~No~i,
¯ Smoo~ deployme~ of all of ~ applications shipp~
¯ ~ask~r Mulffiamjua~e installs
¯ 5e~r im’.~ration with 1ME and o~er" multi-language feature
¯ ~asy deploym~t for al~ ~e bits in the Offce ix)x, no~ just the core
appli~Uons.
Cluster Server Support
¯ Support in a ’Pun from ~erver" tnsl~ll
¯ Support for running saving Office documents to the server
Deployment and Management of SR’s and QFE’$
¯ Team dedicated to the planning and execution of SR’s and QFE’s
¯ Distribute SR’s and QFE’s with Darwin patches
¯ Higrate user settings from release to release
Umit what we Ship to Office
¯ Don~ ship any System files (other than those from Office 2000)
¯ Get dd of all non-darwin installed components (MDAC, ]E5 etc).
Deliver Pre-Xnstall Kits to OEM’$
¯ Provide ’Quick Install’ (No costing, etc.)
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¯ Provide a OEM targeted enhancements to C]W
Tools
¯
¯
¯
¯

Improve Authoring Tools/Processes
Take over Custom Maintenance Wrzard
Continue to improve CIW
Zntegrate OPW into Office for machine replacement

Internal Enhancements
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Expose internal ORAPI defaults
Improve Windows Terminal Server functionality and deployment
Make policy and defaults easy to deploy and manage
Keep roaming user support
Install All Office Premium bits without adminlslTamr rights
No feature degradation running in a High Security environment

User As=i=tance
¯ Tutorial on demand for hard to use features. Get a 10 min Pivot
table tulz~al when you need it.
Supportability
¯ We need to investigate what changes we need to make to prevent
support calls or shorten their length.
Release
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Multi-Ungual Sire Ship
Super-~ght Dev/PM/Test processes
Eliminate Self Reg
Increased Intema~iona! ownership of SKU/Feature definition and
overall project management.
SKU Zssues (Layout, Offerings, Scheclule, etc.)
Drive ~al Dependency contracts/processes
Evaluate/Redevelop stand-alone build process
Eliminate system file (noted above in "Umit what we Ship to

Won’ts
¯ We will not create a new set of release tools
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¯ We will not migrate CIW transforms to next version
¯ We will nottake new Darwin beyond 1.1 and maybe not even 1.1

Scenarios
Make deployment and updates the same AND Updat~ the server :
updates to the dients
An administrator uses the C[W and other tools to create their
customizations for deployment Later, they use the same tools to make
changes, set policy, set new defaults, or other changes, and these
changes are automatically deployed to their end users.
Znstall and Running on hydra, NT High security, non-administrator.
Drag & Drop setup
A novice user is excited about buying a copy of Office 2000 and wants to
start using it as quickly and as easily as possible. Tt~ Insert the CD and
the autorun application displays an Icon that tells them to drag this icon
to their local hard drive. AFter a period of copying bits a ’Welcome m
Office’ dialog appears and asks them how tttey prefer to work with Office.
OEM Pre-;[nstell
A system engineer at an OEH is using an enhanced version of C[W to
prepare a pre-install image of Office 2000. This image is to be copied to
~he hard drive of each machine that is being built that day. The resulting
setup is quiet and very fast, but ~11 is very much our own setup. Once
the setup finishes in the factory it is removed from the hard dr’we and
made ready for the customers first run experience.
Tutorials when you need it
Go to pivot tables, table of contents, mail merge and get tuteHals
when you need it.

Demo
Office is customized for deployment and placed on a share.
Users drag and drop or and administrator does a file cow to their end
users machines
User launches an application and all of the shortcuts. OLE goop, etc.
everything shows up and is installed,
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¯ User needs help and gets a tutorial just when they need it.
, Administrator realizes that they need make a change and uses the same
tools to update the image
¯ User gets new updates
Technical ~nvestments
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Drag Drop Setup
Web Deployment
Annuity Model
Pulling out system files
Change the way authoring is done (developer vs Author)

Project Tenets
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

All features function in a High Security environment
Run from source works in all modes including High SecuriL3’ environment
install and run without administration dghts on Windows 2000
No change in file formats
All applications ORAPIfled
Hixed environment beL’ween the new version of Office and previous
versions fully
No new hardware
No new operating system.
No new system software as part of Office
Old applications will be able to load files created by new Office All old
macros and custom solutions run 100%
No change unless a~: least two times better
All settings support Roaming user

Related Documents
Darwin
Windows Update
Ctuster Server
Windows 2000
Terminal Server

MMO possiblliUes
¯ Exploratory: Table-driven custom action consolidation?
If we are going to have to live with Darwin 1.0/1.1 in 10, are there any
wins from consolidating our custom actions so that we have fewer and
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they’re more declarative/table-driven? Example that may or may not be
practical: Many of our CA’s do one of two things, provide sequenced selfreg or express feature dependendes (turn one feature on or off to follow
another or a condition). If we added a DynF~ature and SequencedCA
table to our HSIS and implemented o~e custom action per table to read
the table and process it, would that make our authoring easier/more
manageable?
¯ Exploratory: External UI for Gimme layer using SDH
I believe AndrewH is already investigating writing an SDH UI handler for
Gimme to deal with our need for more control over source resolution
dialogs. Implementing this would also give us a lot more control over the
look and feet of our runtime install, might give us easier integration with
Component Manager, etc. Is it worth prototyping and seeing if there’s a
cool feature lurking here?
Ge~ng dd of the Terminal Server t~nsform
We should have integrat~l this into mainstream setup for 9 (it would have
been less work}, and should definitely get rid of it for 10. It’s not 100%
clear to me if wiping this out is HH0-type work or if it’s something we
should look at as later feature work. (Hay be better to put this off given
that we’re already planning to do a lot of work on CAs that shift around
default feature statP_s for Inteliisetup. May be able to leverage that code
here. Conversely, this or the DynFeature task might be useful scout work
for :lntellisetup.)
Unit test for Gimme layer/Darwin integration
In 9, every single quicktest was testing our AP! and Darwin integration.
Given the gap we’re deliberately introdudng between dev and customer
rnachlnes for 10, should we look at implementing unit tP.st infrastructure
for Gimme so that we can keep a high quality gate on tcutll checkins?
¯ Terminal Server compatil~lib/and optimizattons.
Investigate what we need to do to make Office 10 a great Terminal Server
application suite. Look at graphics optimizations and integration with
Terminal Sewer, e.g. potential opportunities using Virtual Channel
extensions to RDP, "Program Neighborhood" functionality, Terminal server
per-user licensing int~gration, and possible RDP-DCOH integration.
¯ Developer t~ols for release authoring
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, Se~upless work ("Backdoor" or "Alternative path’)
¯ Re~ease authoring guidelines and standards
¯ Investigate cluster server app requirements. Se~ up a small cluster server
and L~,st against it.
° Review entire Office 9 setup for efficiencies. Effectively a setup logic code
review.
Review all use of Gimme APT in Office code for usage oi: corre~ flags.
We’ve go~ a Io~ of postponed bugs where we don~ repair correctly due to
incorrect APT usage In the apps.
¯ Develop plpecleaner plan for 10. How will we deal with removing 9?
¯ Tdentify application deployment work items. What do we need to do to
fully leverage Win 2000 deploymen~ and SHS/Twoli?
¯ Take a fresh look at license verification. What will we do for 10 and what
do we need to 0o to enable annuib/licenses, i.e. exp~rations?
¯ Examine using Darwin 2.0 wi~ a transform against a Darwin 1.1.
database - i,e. if we detect Darwin 2.0 on the machine at install time, we
automatically deploy with a trans~rm that adds Darwin 2.0-specific
funclSons, We should test with this now to ensure that adding columns to
all database tables works in Darwin 1.1, i.e, it just ignores the additionai
columns.
° Identify setup bootstrapper work for web deployment.

h t!m : l iwww.instal lshield, c~rnl
OilChange and Fir~tAid (..w~v.cvb~med~.~om)- a company brokering patches etc.
The value they add is tool that analyses what is installed on the machine and
what
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DRAFT
Office 10 Programmability Vision Statement
4/9/99
Program Managers and Areas of Ownership:
GPM: PJ Hough

Charter
The charter of the Programmability team is to advance Ot~ce as a solutions
and development platform. We are part of the competitive response to Notes
It5 and the growing demand ~or collaborative solutions.

Vision
"Real Solutions, Real Fast"
Our goal is to enable Offw~e developers and end users to build and deploy
workgroup collaborative apps. The team will focus on building a great
solutions model, building a series of usable solutions that work out of the box,
and delivering the customization environment and tools to enable Office
users to enhance the solutions. We will also maintain the existing developer
community and expand the relevance of Office to a broader set of professional
developers.
We do not intend to compete head-to-head with Notes, but to use the
combined assets of Microsoft (including Visual Studio) to provide a more
compeKing roadmap for solution developers. The key pivot points for the
Office programmability team will be
1. Bringing Office ease-of-use to solutions development
2. Providing a seamless transition f~om Office to Visual Studio for the
professional solution developer.
Custonlers

End user

End users will be able to eaai]y instance applications
~rom the template solutions that ship in the Office
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box. End users will also be easily able to create
solutions that "surround" Office document templates.
IEU’s will be easily able to customize the solutions
that s~ip in Office 10 using the Office designer. IEU’s
will be able to make relevant and significant
Lutluent~l End-u~er modifications without writing code.
IEU’s will also be able to use the solutions we ship as
internal sales tools to demonstrate real business
benefits of Offce.
IT wfl! be abte to deploy custom collaboration
solutions that have been derived from the template
solutions which ship in Office, or which they have
IT
built without leveraging templates. IT will also be
able to smoothly transition these solutions to Visual
Studio for extensive enhancements.
The BDM will see real end-user value in the solutions
we deliver, and will see this work as delivering on the
BDM

cIO

promise of Office as a development platform for the

The CIO ~ see significant Ofl~ce/Ba~O£fice
synergy, and ~ have demonstrated examples of
solutions that leverage all of the technology deployed
in ~s/her organization.

Cheat sheet is at ~ttt~://officel0/teams/m0ndcustomer.htm
Functionality Goals
Compete with Notes designer on ease-of-use and end-user-benefit with great
out-of-the-box solutions that can be easily customized.
Enable powerful solutions to be built simply. Enable complex apps to be
started, with a great transition to Visual Studio, Data Access Pages etc.
Solve the "end-to-end~ scenario for application design to deployment and
update that is a genera~ weakness of our tool set today.
Great project model interoperability with VS

Will work best with Platinum - we may be able to design some simple apps
against SQL server.
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Will be a great designer for Outlook I0 applications, but many of our
templates will work well in HTML 3.2 (read: no DHTML, no Applets, no CSS)
browsers. We will provide a great cross-platform story for our simple apps.
Issue: What does it mean to be a great Outlook 10 application?
We will also ship some applications that require Of Sce on the client desktop
(document library, for example).
We will build some template solutions on the Programmabilit7 tean md we
wiIl also coordinate with other teams that are building templates to ensure
consistency.

Won’ts
We won’t solve the Exchange/SQL problem. Our designer will build solutions
that leverage the power of Exchange. However, we will support the notion of
"foreign pages" in our solutions, so that a DAP or other page could be
included as part of a solution application.
We are not targeting vanilla Web servers
We are not targeting hosted scenarios
We are not picking up any components that have a COM+ dependency on the
client or server.

Scenarios
Outlines here: details to follow
Scenario 1: End user builds a solution
1.
2.
3.
4.

Boot Outlook
File:New Database:Survey
Answer some questions (who should the survey be mailed to?)
Done!

Scenario 2:End userKEU customizes a solution
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Steps 1-3 above
Tools:Design
Add a graphic to the survey form
Add another question
User uses "Script Wizard~ to process incoming survey responses
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6. Publish Application template ~o central location
7. Save&Exit
8. Done !
Scenario 3~nd user re-uses a custom template
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

User browses central location looking for a custom application
User finds custom template
File:New Database:Custom
User answers some questions
Save&Exit !

Scenario 4".Developer builds new application without re-using a
template
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Start:Office:Application Designer
User constructs schema/forms using a form or table view
User/developer constructs frames, navigation, agents, pages etc
Developer writes some simple script
Publish Application template to central location
Save&Exit
Done!

Scenario 5.,Office user builds solution from within Office application
1.
2.
3.
4.

User Boots Word
User creates document template (business plan template)
User saves template to Platinum Server
User launches Designer (automatically scoped to the server location
where the doc was stored)
5. User chooses "Document Librarf template
6. User identifies Word document as the "new document" template for the
solution
7. User saves solution
8. Done!

Vemo
<5 demos based on the scenarios above>

Customer input
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We are classifying our user ba~ ~o thr~e b~ad ~ups:
1. End users that ~e solu~ns ~d ~lu~on ~mpla~s. ~s ~oup
of ~ers ~ nora ~ the De~er ~, but ~ hea~y u~ the
solutio~ ~d ~mp~ ~lu~o~ b~t ~ ~e &sider. The ~get end
user ~ a ~owled~ worst t~t ~ ~g W b~d ~ app~cation to
sh~ ~o~a~on ~ o~rs.
2. ~uen~ End U~rs ~s) / Power U~rs ~t cusm~e solutions
~d b~d a~~ ~~s or ~lu~ons that ~ s~ d ~
other. ~ ~up of u~ ~ use t~ de~r e~vely ~ the~
autho~ ~I ~r ~lu~ons. ~e ~ p~y ~ly on non-co~g
~c~ques w ~t ~ job ~ne, ~d ~ o~y u~ ~ ~er when
the Wmp~W solu~ don’t m~t ~e~ n~d.
3. Power U~r / Developer ~t ~a~y ~W~ wmp~tes, but
~equently b~d en~ app~~. ~ ~up of ~ ~ u~ ~e
De~er as ~er ~I ~mbab]y the~ ~ ~l) W ~ate
~bora~ve ~lu~, but t~y ~ ~ ~ V~ Stu~o ~
supplement t~@ ~. ~ ~w~per ~ ~ ~ the Desirer, ~d
w~ ~ e~ W ~e s~ ~a~s ~ debu~g ~m~a~d inm ~e
~1.

Technical Inves~nts & vision for other ~
We ~e berg on Pla~, ~d ~ ~ly on the de~t feat--s ~st~ed on
a P~tm~ se~er.
Plat~ ~p~es a W~d~s 20~ ~er ~t ~.
~e ~Ho~g Hst rep~nts c~nt t~g on ~e other big mc~olo~
bets we w~ be m~g
¯ ~dent
¯ Visu~ Stu&o
¯ VS~pten~es -

.
-

H~ e&t~g s~~o~s desirer
Desirer she~
Vernon 6.~ - ~ent ~d se~er

Dam sta~
¯ ~AC
Sh~d dam b~g, and possibly
¯ Dam~ Pa~s~me ~d ~mpo~n~
He~ is a ~t of mc~lo~es t~t we do not p~ on ~~g ~ati~y ~
Office 10

. VBA
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¯ MSE
¯
¯
¯

Corn Addins
Forms^3
Office Object Models

Project Tenets
Solutions that we ship work great i~ Outlook I0 and in all browsers that
support HTML 3.2
End.to-end wins over eve~ else. The features that we add to the
designer, to Outlook and to the solutions that we ship must converge on great
end-to-end experiences. We will limit work in some areas to expend effort
evenly on the life cycle of a solution.
No additional server install required by our solutions. Our solutions work
against Platinum as it ships. We will not require an additional server-side
install to enable our out-of-the-box applications.
Building and deploying a solution is an End User Feature.
Related Documents
Dependencies both in and out of the Office bow_ Try to include contingencies
(if’this dependency doesnt come through, what’s our fallback plan)?
Things your team is building that other folks rely on
MM0 possf b ilft fes
Cor~petitors
Notes htro://www.notes.net

Platform is Office 10+Platinum. All other desktops (including Office 2000)
will be treated as "reach" deslrtops.
SQL is not a target store for the Designer
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Offline is a lower priority than Reach (HTML 3.2) and is largely a function of
the Outlook work to integrate the new local store.
While we will not directly support building forms that connect to nonPlatinum stores, we will allow arbitrary pages to be added to our solution.

This is a placeholder for additional sections that have yet to be written.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Security
Roles
Replication
Data Model
Programming Model (what’s the right api?)
Web components and the designer
Application/template publication and discovery
Offiine (runtims and development)

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Persis~nce
Data Binding
CDO I Outlook object model
Ex~ranet solutions
HTTP-save (Rosebud) enabling of the designer?

Code that we may write
We own the UI and developer experience in the Office designer
We may also deliver UI components, such as an enhanced Rules Wizard that
run in Outlook
We may also deliver Admin components that help manage a departmental
Exchange server, focused on the scenarios and features that we enable.
Architecture:
TBD
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"Compelling Graphics Made Easy"

Mission
For the last 2 Office releases, Office Ar~ has delivered the shared graphics suppor~ in the
main Office applications: Word, Excel, m~d PowerPoint. In Offi¢~7, we offered new
graphics features that showcased the ability to easily create professional looking graphics.
A recem user study 6\C.~u~xiplan~locumen~s~e, search\GUS3_files~rame.hrm)
collected by our product planning mum has confirmed tlm popularity of Office Art
features among Offic¢97 uses. In Office2000, we mainly lined up behind ~he HTML
push and focused on delivering the powcr~ feann’e of round.m’pping Office Ar~ data via
HTML. VML, a W3C submission to ~he Vector Scalable Graphics working group, came
out of such effo~
In this relrase, our mission should mainly focus on expanding the shared graphics
foundation by integrating wi~h mor~ licms and by levcragiug new Windows graphics
platforms. It is imporumt th~ we made a genuine attempt to line up our feature ideas
behind the main Officel 0owide themes:
¯ Increase Office upgrades by providing beret performance, robustness, and
simplicity
¯ L~’erage or drvelop innovative technology (graphics) thal blows people away.
¯ Solve business problems our of the Office box.
One interesting finding in the Office97 graphics usage storey is that a substantial amount
of Office users ~ resor~ to using a dedicated illustration application (i.e. Photoshop,
Visio...) to cream graphics arrworks. We need to tmdersmnd and drill down on this data
point better and find the appropriam fixes to emm~ tha~ such u~ks can be simply and
profession~y pcrt’ormed witltin the Office applic.~ions using Office Art.

Feature Ideas
Earlier plmming meeRugs in Office2000 and ~n~lusions drawn fi~om the Office97
graphics user study have helped us to mbulam the following set of feature ideas. They can
be ~ as a baseline for the upcoming Offi~ Ar~l 0 planning. A cm~Rd ~uninafion of
these features shows tl~ ~ can line up pretty well with the Officel0 overall mission
themes that were discussed in the previous section. This feature list is no~ yet sorted
based on the priority order.
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Better HTML/CSS support. With the Office2000 release, we have made great strides
in reading/writing Office Art data in HTML. However, due to schadu]e constraints, we
have deliberately opted to offer only the minimllm support for CSS-P, especially h~ the
context of readh~ generic HTML Web pages, i.e. Web contents created by non-Office
applications (Word, Excel, PowerPoint). Such mum support has u-iggered several
bug reports and concerns about our ability to offer Office applications as the HTML
editors of choice. In this release, we have to offer a more seamless support for reading
generic web pages that conu~ CSS positioned graphics and CSS style sheets. We also
have to address the important HTML layout bugs that were postponed late in the
Office2000 product cycle.
GDI+ Integration. GDI+ is the next generation of GDI on the Windows platform. It is a
total rewrite and is planned to ship in Q2 2000 coinciding with the Win98 OSR2 release.
It promises several advantages: bug fixes, performance improvemon~, modularization,
and new graphie, s features. During the Office2000 Droject cycle, we have been very
proa~tive in communicating the Office Art graphics requirements to the GDI+ team. Our
common goal is to establish a thin mapping between the Off]© art graphics
properties/effects and the GDI+ public interface. For example, GDI+ gradients should be
a s~ri~ superset of the Office Art gradients.
Even though this undertaking is definitively risk3" and implies a subst~tial regression
testing effort, we believe that the simple promises of more robustness in the graphics
rendering pipeline and a drastic performance impmveme~ in printing are compelling
enough to seriously consider our invesm~ent in GDI+. Leveraging new Windows
graphics platforms like GDI+ also enables us to easily add new graphics ~ to
Office users by hooking in the necessary user interface. The possibilities are many: Websavvy raster effects on Office Art shapes, full slpha (opeciry support) both on s~’een and
on print...
VML. VML has turned into a Mi~’rusoi~ strategic initiative. As it is defined now, VML
contains 2 levels: Modeling and ~ering. The Modeling level includes features such as
the Office Art Autoshapes and the constraint transformation. The Rendering level
encompasses stroke/fill styles, NT-based Fa~s, and color lra~formations. In
synchronization with the GDI+ team, we will evolve the VML rendering level to be the
XML-based declarative language for the GDI+ inte~:hange format, i.e. next generation of
Windows metafiles. Based on future Web aeveloper feedback on the IE5/VML feature,
Office Ar~ will continue to improve the VIGIL modeling level to add more high-level
semantics such as our rule engine. The goal is to reinforce the positioning o~’VML as the
optimum vector graphics inte~:hange format for HTML do~men~ originated from
Publisher Integration. In this release, the Publisher team has already started to
investigate the replacemem of its graphics engine with Office Art. The benefits of using
Office Art are immediate: more graphics features, better integration/’mterchange with
Office applications (Word, Excel, and Pt~werPo’mt). I~ is witlfin our mission goals to work
closely with the Publisher team to ensure that Office Artl0 will meet the Publisher
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requirements in sll sre~: fe~n~res, quality, and performance. We will hav~ to provide
additional support for the Publisher legacy graphics features (i.e. metsfile/bitmap
rotation, CMYK color model, "size-to-text" shapes...) that can also benefit the other
Offce ArC-based applications.
E~se-of-use. The Offce Art UI needs better discovet~bilit’y. The Office Art "fancy"
text-on-a-path feature, WordArt, is very popular. But O~ce users have to strugg|e to use
WordAr~ text. U~orUma~y, the current WordA~ text enu-y model (via a modal dialog)
~mplicifly reinforces ~ mmeeded separation between the :2 ’~ext" modds. We should
~nprove the WordArt UI by offering a modeless mechanism to create WordArt text. A
tighter inte~’ation of the WordArt feature into the application text handlin~ (e.S. Drop
Caps in Word) is also highly desimbl~.
Offering the look and feel of a familiaz drawin~ applicmion will help to attract Offce
users to choose Offce Art as the tool to create their ~raph~cs artwork.s. Simple and cheap
additions of"drawiz~’-UI elements such as a Zoom tool, visible and adjustable g~ids,
prec~ posilioning of Office Art lines/shapes, may be the right ingred~onts to position
Off~ Art as the tool of choice for the creation of professional-looking graphical
ontents.
Another area of improvement is the desir~ unification of line/fill styles between Word
tables and Office Art shapes. In Offce2000, the new PowerPoint ’~ble" feature ke~0y
illustrates this divergence. Even thongh its UI is based to the Word table feature, a
PowerPoint table is based on Office Art structures and thus inherits a much richer set of
ime/fili s~yles rebfive to its sibling, a Word table. We can easily extend the same
rationale to address other areas such as Excel cell borders.
Diagramming. One of the most fiequ~nt ac~vities is the creation of charts and diagrams
in Offce documents. Offce Art already has a solid foundation to support basic
diagramming. As ill~ by the connector feature, the Offce Art rule engine is
~lre~iy adequate and is designed to adapt to the db~m~nJng requirements. In OflSce97,
we already prototyped the automatic creation of popular diagrmns (cyclic, pyramid,
radial) via VB s~ipts. Wha~ is needed is the UI model on how to bind data to the
dia~zammJn~ rendering backen& Apph’cations like Visio are too rich in complexity and
features to solve the simple needs to create basic diagrams. We can solve it wit,~in Offce
Art in an ele~mt and compa~ way. But on the pragmatic’side, addinS connectors to
Word is not a simple task and it needs more thoughts on how to simplify/solve the
problem of routing connectors across pa~e boundaries. Support for dia~amming also
implies the need to have text attached to cormec~ors.
Org-Chart. Previous Office releases have shipped the Or~-Cha~ OLE server that has
no~ been updated for the last several rele~es. We know that its usage is still not
negligible and for contractual reasons, we have now to decide if we should extend the
current license or to buy offth¢ distribution rights. The Office Art foundation is rich
enough for us to emulate the Or~-Chart application and to e~ich it with all the cool
Office Art graphical features. For backward compatibility reasons, the main challen~,,e is
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to reverse engineer the Org-Chart file formaz. We should keep an open mind in this area
and be opportunistic on providing an Office Art-based replacement for the now obsolete
Org-Char~ application. Such effort will give us more control on improving the feature set
of this component and will re,hove an important dependency on a non-strategic third
pa..-ty vendor.
Seamless eeexistmee with PhotoDr~w. In Office2000, Office Art has incorporated
some basic steps to offer a tighm" integn~on ~ PhotoDra~ promoting the PNG
format a~ the preferred ras~ interchm~¢ fonnat on the clipboa~i is one way to propagate
the fundamental alpha ~umel be~een the applie~ions. In this r~lease, we should
explore further fight~ integn~ion scenarios ~t go beyond the current publishing model.
We can draw th~ parallel with whal PowerPoi~ has achieved with C~aph via the OLE
data exchange mecha~sm. For example, Cmq~h undcmand~ the PowerPoint color
schemes and can handshake with PowerPoinl to suppor~ building/m~im~ng a Graph bar
chart in the Pow~Point sl~leshow. As in thal case~ we can use tbe OLE protocol to
negofia~ privately with a PhotoDraw OLE server to offer the opl~num format for
exchanging shard data ~ the applications.
Client/Server model From the ~ Azt perspe~ve, ~T~ is a new area that we can put
more ~onghts into. For Office Art, it might simply n~an a fighter in~-~tion with
processin~ We will p~bably Irm~ge new operating systems services to provide such
support. Another area of intecest is the idea ofse,’ver-based ~ g~n~,ator~. An
interes’l~ng ~pli~tion of that ~ can already be found in the geo|ogic~I mapping
domsin as illusu~ted by a ~ firm in Spain (~m:I/www.lm~nner.mm/lindex~htm). We
can envision a server-based application that can genen~ VIVlL data des~bing a specific
Office Art drawing to be integrated into th~ Office ~plicalions on ~e client side: photo
library, lipazl repository, U’ain stolon maps (a very popular feature in Japan)...

Next Steps
The ideas discussed above are only a small portion of what we have in mind for an ideal
Office Ar~ code base. Actual comcmtints on the current resources (assume no change in
team size) and the potential short product cycle of Officet 0 will fo~.e us to prioritize this
feature list and to choose the mos~ important items to be implemented in this release.
This document is intended to outline o~w early thoughts on l~ow to shape the Office Artl0
release. As food for thoughts, it is expected to trigger valuable constructive feedback. We
really appreciate yore" comments. Be sure to send them to TuanN.

Chaage History
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DRAFT OfflcelO Word Vision Statement
A~di 26, I999
Program Managers and Areas of Ownership:
GPM: Reed Koch
Lead PMs: Chris Pratley
PMs: Dixon Miller, Ashok Kuppusamy, .]eft Reynar, .lose Luis Montero, Marcin
Sawlcki, Mike Rlgler, RahuI Sennad, Roberto Taboada, Young Koh

Charter
The charter of b~ Word team is to produce a world-class word processing
application that make~ the, process of writing fundamentally easier and more
produ~ve.

Vision
Word 10 is the easiest editor around the wodd for common web, ernail, and pdnt
documents produced indMdually or in a group.
These are the key focus areas for Word 10:
¯ Authodna for Webs
¯ Emuowedna & Exdtino Users

Collaboration
Collaborative authoring features in Word integrate tightly with document
management, knowledge management, and Notes-competiUve feaUJres provided
by groups both within and external to Office. However, Word’s suite of:
collaborative features will work well out of the box, assuming nothing more than
Word documents mailed around as email attachments. Servers aren~ required.
This is a common collaboraUon scenario for numerous customer., who haven’t
invested in or are underutilizing a server infrastructure.
For Word 10, we envision a world where users can’collaborate on the creation
and ediUng of a document without having to know anything about collaboration
feabjres, Simplicity and ad-hoc collaboration are guiding prindples. Everything
they try to do simply works as a user would expect. If multiple people open the
document for editing a~ once, it just works. If someone copies the document
locally to edit, then copies it back, it just works. If a user wants to send the
document via email for review it’s as easy as sending a DOC attachment is today.
When he gets the document back, merging is automatic, and accepting/rejecting
changes is simple. Commenting a co-worker’s presentation is as easy as clicking
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and typing. If= multipte copies of a document are generated in the course of
sending It for review, Office tracks them for you so you don’t have to.
Here Is what Word is doing.
Document Clean-up and Format Stripping
Combining content from murdple document types is a manual and laborious task.
Text from email messages and web pages may be in a different base font than
the targe~ document, Text from plain t~xt applicat~ns may have cardage
returns ~ the end of each paragraph. Empty paragraph marks, commonty used
to create whitespace between paragraphs, combine with Body Text style space
~eforeJaRer to create ~o much" whltespace.
~:thile attaining consistent formatting is time-consuming for even tt~e most
a~lvanced user, an extra difficulty blocks beginning users, in many cases, the
saree ~appearance" can be accomplished using one of several formal~ing
features (consider borders under t~xt in a table cell). Users who do not: have
widespread familiarity with Word’s features, of~m find themselves unabte to
remove unwanted features. WordPerfect migrators have long requested a
Reveal Codes feature to address this user problem.
Cleaning-up formatting of content added to a document: in Word 10 is at most a
discoverable, one button operation. Where possible, it is automatic.
Format stripping and dean-up is a prevalen~ task in Word and Word will take a
front seat in driving Innovations (office-wide) in this space.
Temp|ate~
Templates am a highly desirable feature that works poorly today. They are hard
to customize (a top support issue), diffioJIt to distribute and get to work with
Office U1 (a top beta newsgroup issue), and easy to ~break". EnUre wordprocessing departments at major legal, consulting, accounting and other serviceoriented firms are created because professionals easily and unintentionally step
around features and forrna~ng provided in templates. These companies find it:
easier to centralize document ed~ng than to dean-up documents that are
formatt:ecl incorrec’Jy upstream.
Templates are easy to create and distribute. Templat~ users intuitively discover
and use customtzations provided by the template creator.
Template creation and distribution are Office-wide needs, and Word will take a
back seat role In these two areas. Word moves to the front: seat for making
templates less ~breakable" (or easier to "lock down").
Style~ (Hake thb document look like "~hat~J
Closely relabsd to templates are styles and structure. Styles are difficult across
the board (creation, application, modification). Styles in Word 10 are easy to
apply and modify. Word supports the int~jration of XHL considers with
documents.

Styles Innovations will be driven by Word and Publisher. Support for arbitrary
XHL will be driven by Word with supi~ort from Office shared teams.
Review (Revision Tmcldng and Commenting)
Office and Word include several features (Change TFacking, Commen~s,
Discussions) in the ~review" space. None of these is fre~luently used. Reasons
include lack of ease (how can you beat paper, pendi and post-its?),
discoverability, lack of robustr~.ss, fear (whon and how are revisions tumed off?.
Will ~ be seen by someone who should not see them?), and problems with
down-stream applications (document comparison and conversion systems).
Track changes and comments really belong in the tier of extremely simple, no
forethought required, no process needed collaboration features.
The Ui needs some unifying between all the collaboration features, but especially
track changes & commenting neeel to be unified. This is really the Word vs.
paper battle, except that really Word coexLsts with paper. The =rtghthess" paper
will not dlseppear for many reviewing tasks, but here’s where we get to add
value that paper cant.
Document Review and Commenting in Office 10 Is intuitive, puts the author in
control, and works well with e~l~ng processes.
Revision tracking and comrne~ting are Office-wide needs. Word will partner with
the Office Shared teams to provide break~mughs in this space. Currently,
revision tracking and commenting within the document wilt be done by Word.
Commenting in the browser is probably done by an Office Shared tP.3m. Sending
a document for review is probably done by the Outlook and Web Documents
team.
Editing as a Group (Check-inlCbeek-out~ Multf-u~er editing, Vnr~ioning
and Vemion COmlmri~m~, Workflow and/~proval)
Hultipte users can make changes to the same document (some offline, some
online), and easily combine them into one master document that merges all the
changes in an easily readable way.
Workflow and approval can require a bit of forethought by users to setup and
deploy. Nrnost by definition these require some sort of process. Our emphasis
should be how much can Office do without requiring explicit user action. Users
should get the benefits of these features without requiring the cognitive load to
think about them ahead of time.
word will be doing simultaneous multi-user editing for documents, but the rest of
the scenario probably lives with the shared Office teams and Outlook.
Word as Default Nail Editor for Outlook
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In Office I0, Word will be the default mail editor for Outlook. Hem is a list of
things we need to do to get there:
hl~ : U outtookloutlookl Ols _oe~/vserdv lWord% 20as%20defau~/o20editor%20ma

Authoring for Webs
Word is the best editor for creating documents that reside in web sites for
knowledge workers and IEUs.
As in Word 2000, we will prlorlUze our focus areas to keep up with evolving web
standards and common authoring practices. However, It is not a gooi of Word 10
to support every HTHL and browser feature.
More Complete Support of HTML & Browser Constructs
¯ Ir~egrat~ HTML peeler into Word 10 (huge corporate customer
¯ Linked C3S martagemer~
¯ Mist common HTlVlL t~js and au;tbu~es (body margins, nobr,
Full Support of Browser Layout
¯ r.SS Posit~nJng
¯ Suppo~ ~ IE5 box model for margins & padding
Help Drive Browser Implementation and Standardization
¯ Drive W3C proposal efforts In the area of te~ wrapping, floating objects,
and other areas that Word has support for and expertise in
Work with the TE teams on priodt~ng new browser features that aid
Office i-I’l’ML fl~s look good on the web
XIqL
Custorr~rs of~n want to tag or type certain content in Word documen!3 to be
ix~:-processed I~/a~ 1~ol. We obsen~ed t~s in site visit: to the W.~ where
the a~cles were created in Word, bu~ some te~ was tacj~ed with met~informaUon. Word will better handle X]VtL constructs within HTIv1L files.
Since Xr4L is not a defined standard yet, it Is importar~ to keep track of the
interesting deve~opmerm and respond to them as appropriate. (:urre~y, we
plan to do the following:
¯ Do a better Job of preserving XML and unknown I-rTML
¯ Respect the syntax making content: within XlVlL tags visible or invisible.
¯ Provlde some mechanism to associate additional information such as
metadata with actual text tn the document.
= Provide the ability to associate stylesheets to XML tags.
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Word will not:
¯ Word 10 will not be a full blown XHL editor.
¯ Word 10 won~ provide the ablllW to create any arbitrary markup or a pure
XML file.
Easing the transition from print documents to the Web - MiniWebs
Getting word documents onto a web and look good in a web is st~ll an interesUng
problem. We made some definite progress in Word 2000 with Save as Web Page
and Themes. We’ve seen many customers struggle with converting long Word
documents into a format: (separate web pages, navigation, etc.) tt~t is more
appropriate for the web. Word 10 enables a document to look great for both
print and the web without maintaining separate versions of the document. Word
10 will do the following:
~
¯ Automat~ the process of getting a word document onto a web
¯ Automatically provide navlga~don to the weblfled document
¯ Show the document WYS.WVEB (separate web pages) in Web Layout View
¯ Allow the entire document to still be editable in a streaming Print Layout
¯ Allow the ability to print the endre miniweb
¯ Allow managing of the miniweb (adding & deleting document, provide

Empowering & ExdUng Users
Word 10 empowers users by providing new, heil~ul fea~res and giving them
more control over exi~ng ~eature~ Word 1Q empowers users in five crucial ways
using ~chnotogy from within Office and ~Torn NLG and DTAS.
Speech, Japanese users are at least partially lt~ firom the 1HE and poor
typists in the U.S. will see their document creation times reduced. Spoken
command and control gives great typists the opportunity to keep their hands on
the home row and control Word by voice. Knowledge works on the go dictate to
handheld devices and sync~ronize them with Word. Word owns dictation.
Command and control is likely to be owned by the End User Productivty team.
~ speech fieatures (e.g. sync with handheids, voice as a datatype) are
possible, but may be owned by other teams.
ZntelliSerme rules. The dangers of automatic actors are well known: users
feel out of control, undoing mistaken actions is dlfficurc and time consuming and
only power users ever learn how to turn off particular rutes. Word 10 soives
these problems and, though there are more automatic actions In Word 10, users
never ~eel that Word’s desires for their document are more important than theirs.
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Also, IntellL~ense rules in Word 10 can either be on or in semi-automatic mode.
Tn semiautomatic mode, Word will offer to take the action on the user’s behalf, i~
they so choose. For example, want the sequence (c) to turn into © this t~me but
not normally? Select the copyflgh~ symbol from the flght-clicl~ menu.
Learning. Word 10 watches what you type and how you interact with the
InteiliSense rules. For example, ff a user always hyperlinks Microsoft to
www.microsoR.com, Word 10 will do that for them. If they only do it
occasionally, Word 10 lets them choose to add the hypedink, but will still save
them from typing it from scratch.
Leveraging Faclxdd~ Strings In documents that NLG labels with type
information, such as people, places and dates; and providing strong ties to
Outlook. Because of hactoids, Word 10 users can access contact Information
directly from names in their documents. They can also find maps to places,
change date formats wlthout retyping and find company home pages. Accessing
all the e-mall you’ve exchanged with the recipient of the letter you’re writing is
easy, too. AutoComptete is beefed up for Factoids, as well, and even lets users
compiem multiword names.

Fundamentals
We need to ensure that Word does essential things very well, and improves with
each release. We will focus on addressing key areas of weakness in our product,
with an emphasis on reducing customer cost and pain even when the main
theme of the release doesn% address these areas.
Address The Top Ctmtmner Complaints
Often things that many customers cornptain about such as basic use glitches or a
useful feature that got dropped from the product go unaddressed for multiple
releases, or worse, never get addressed. Working with PSS and HS Wish Data,
we identify the most common of these complaints and eliminate the problems.
We already know of the following areas that we are doing:
. mall merge (one of our top PSS issues for the last couple of releases)
. document comparison Improvements for the legal industry
¯ reveal codes
. selectable lists
WorM-Wide
We have several worldwide improvements to make. ~ome of the most Important
are:

¯ Add Zndic, Thai, and Vietnamese to the single worldwide exe
¯ Add support for Unicode 3.0
¯ Support all language locales in Windows 2000
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¯ Improve BiDi integration
¯ Language autodet~ct improvements
¯ A more complete list is here:
htt~:/iofflce10/h=nmsANordlwhat~leff-flntemationat/InU%20W°rk%20Item
Significant Punted Bugs/Capability are FixedlAdded
~We shipped it in Office9 and No One Complained" is not good enough. In the
push to ship we punt bugs or feature capability we really wish we didn’t punt
because we know that customers will run into the problem area and it looks bad.
Word 10 allocates PH/devetopment time to identify and address the worst ot’
these punted bugs and punted capabilities.
Increased Reliability
Word doesn~ crash. (Note: the meaning of doesn~’rBD) Customers rarely - if
ever - experience tme~ diCa loss. Word protects data integrity under
more circumstances than It does in Officeg. It is fully resilient to o-ashes in the
components it uses. We unify our efforts with the Office fundamental team’s
"Safe Mode" work.
Increased Perceived Performance
We pu~ effoK into making the mos~ frequency executed furrctions faster. Things
like enabling background load & save of HTML document3. Whet are the areas
we can improve here?
Customers
Word ~n wodc on documents ~ other people

I~uer~al F.~~-user

,~~ otha~ have
Word ~s s :~cb~ a~ mo~ poweKcd web aut~o~g
Graphics. p~ctu~ bullets, anct 11~u~e uut~o~_.g a11
Word -~11 be]]) you~ ]mow)edge wod~rs work mo~
and efficieatly on documents together.
’Word helps my employees work together more quickly and
effudently and I don’t in¢~ a lot of organization costs during
roilout.

Functionality Goals
Won’ts
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Word a~ FP Editor
Word does not become the default editor in FrontPage.
There are 3 scenarios of usage in Fror/cpage.
1. High-end ~ authoring for a Webmaster
2. Intranet site managed in FrontPage and running OSE or FrontPage server
~t~nsions (ex:
3. Simple, basic webs authored entirely in Frontpage
Scenado 1 isn~ interes~ng to Word because Word is unlikely to implement FP
features of Interest to these users such as preserv’~on of exact HTML tags.
Scenario 2 is interesting, but Word is already doing well here because opening &
saving to the web is enabled in Office 2000. Most of the documents on
~ are authored using Word. The site is managed with Visual Studio
or Frontpage, but most of the document authors rte~er need to use the FP
editor.
Scenario 3 is where making Word the default editor would make a difference. In
talldng with the FrontPage team, the problems in this scenario for users are more
structural than the FP editor. Most of the problems are in getting started with a
hosted web site, getting a domain, republishing to the ~ web site, etc.
Being in-place wtth the FP explorer is a big advantage here since having a
separate editing app was a serious usability problem in previous versions of
F~. Word won!: be able to go in-place in the FP explorer.
Scenario 2 is by far the largest set of users. I doubt we care enough about
scenario 3 to do all the work to make Word the default editor.

Scenarios
For the collaborative authoring s~enario see the Word customer profile up on
http://wordweb/cusmmerprofite.

Dependende
Web Do~mefll=
Here’s what we’re expe~ng from the Web Documents team:
¯ Collil~r~dmt ~nario$ - Signifying and sending a document for
review are probably in Web Documents. Revisions, commenting, and
merging revisions is within Word, but coordinated cross Office.
FP Fun~nality in Wool - knowing location & structure of the current
web, Shared Borders viewable in Word, hosting FP bots, Exposing FP
views (navigation, hyperlinks) in a pane
¯ HI"ML Fomt= - We need a cross-Office story for HTML forms. Perhaps we
host something in Trident=
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Trident
Closely cooperat~ with Trident on new feabJre implemen~atJon to avoid
inconsistencies in layout.
~ear~h
Knowledge workers would greatly benefit from search Iz~o! that covers multiple
stores (e.g. exchange, your hard drive, the corporate Intranet) with only one UI
(a la AltaVista discovery) within Word sirra° finding documents is become more
Important when writing. This should be a cross-office feature and we should
work with t~ams that may invest in this (e.g. Outlook combined with PKM).
ImpliclL searches, like those the research group has proposed tn which
documents retevant to what the user Is writing are identified without an explicit
search request, would be fantasttc as well. Again, Word is unlikely to own this,
b~ this too would be really useful for knowledge workers.~

Customer input
¯ Slte vis~ in the US and .lapan to understand how customers are
deploying Word 2O00
¯ Instrumented version of Word 97 and Word 2000 In the US and .lapan
¯ Customer usage and satisf-ad~n survey for Word 97 and Word 2000 in
the US and Japan
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

PF Web from PSS
Volce recognition usablilty study
Web authoring survey
Consulting slte visits and summery repo~
Usabllity 10°sUng
Competitive product reviews for Lotus Millennium Edltion, Corel
Wordperfect 8, Ichll;aro, ARA, HIVDE 95, and StarOffice.

Technical ]nve~tment=

Projec~ Tenets
¯ The file format will not change in this release.
¯ All new features need to be persisl~:l in HT~L in a way that doesn’~ break
backwards compatibility
¯ New features can’t rely on a new version of
Related Documents

¯ For Word mmO work see httP:llofficeweWsr~:slword/team/HMO.h~m
¯ For what’s next documents for Word (and there are many) see
http://offlcelO/btn/tables.asp?doc’l’ype=wha~eftSL~ortBy=Team
For customer information see http://wordweb/customerpmflle
MMO possibilibes
Due to how eady we shipped relative to Office these have become too numerous
to list here. However, you can see a list of them up on
http://officeweblspecs/wordlteamtHHO.htm
Competitors
Our traditional compet~ors continue have been left in the dust by Office 9.
However, the threats to our business am from shifts to ernail and web authoring.
Office 4.x, 95, 97, and 2000. Our best competitor. The most recent version
has more features than all of the other competitors and a high ram of customer
satisfaction. We will need to work extra hard to make sure migration to Word 10
has a very low cost.
WerdPerfecL They continue to be in finandal difficulties with a churning
development organization. The threat from them is primaflly marketing.
StarOfflce. They continue to be a threat in Europe. They too are having cash
dh~cultles since the $20M infusion from IBH from the aborbad StarOffice
purchase has run out. However, they have a product which is integrated from
the ground up and has decent HTHL capabilities. Office 9 covers their current
advantages however there is a continued nationalism threat that could keep
them alive and give them additional money to rnat~h us on the development
Ichltaro. They continue their decline in revenue, lack of product focus, and
development organization chum. There are no immediate threats from ]chitam.
WordPro. They have not been able to leverage their success in Notes into
WordPro sham gains. They wilf keep trying though.
AliA liangul. They came within a week of going broke this year however due
to diligent efforts on the part of Steve Ballmer and MS were kept them afloat.
Yes, that is dry humor. However, the nationalistic drive that raised the cash did
not raise sufficient cash and their development organization has churned. We
will need to make sure we produce a very Korean word processor in 10 to
maintain this market.
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Native Chinese word processors. This is a wild card. No one is making much
money here but there are native competitors and it is a big country. We wili
continue to monitor this country closely.
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DRAFT
OfflcelO Small Business Tools Vision Statement
Las~ Uphill: 41~/99

Charter

Vision
To n~l~ it em~y ~ s~ll b~i~es~s to:

We will acoompl~sh ~ ~:
¯

BuiJdl~ ~ ~ aM ~ ~ d ~ ~t ~M~ roll ~~’ ~

Customers
SORG Characteristics -- (SORGs are NOT just Little LORGs!!)
¯

¯

¯

Smell. (Dub!) The majodty of SORGs have less then ten employees.
Therefore, scalebillW and large-sca|e administrative TCO features aren’t
highly relevant - at least not in the same ways as they are in LORGs.
Efficiency is much more imporl~nt then growth. This is especially true outside
the US. SORGs are much more likely to want to stay the same size in terms
of number of employees, but be more profitable in less time.
Multiple roles Is the norm. SORG workers, and especially white cotlar
workers and BDM/owners "wear multiple hatsw. Doing many different jobs
eve~/day means they have less time to develop expertise in tools for those
)obs and have a higher need for information about how best to do particular
roles (e.g. financial, legal, or HR functions). Although few SORGs have
dedicated "knowledge workers", because $ORG workers wear multiple hats,
one of their part-Ume roles is as knowledge worker.
No 1"1’ (Internal or external). Vast majoriW of SORGs have no formal,
trained IT employees or good VAR support. This means that there is no
training, support or customization help within the business. Instead they rely
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on the most knowledgeable empioYset the owner, or some cheap help like a
high schooler working after-hours to muddle through. The only exception is
for installing networks, but less than half of SORGs have nebNorks.
¯ Want Out-Of-Box-Solutions (OOBS). Because workers are not [ethnically
savvy, are not well trained, do not have access to good customization
support, and do not have the time to learn or create their own solutions, they
typically live with whatever solution they get out of the box.
Business applications are key. SORGs depend on accounting applications
or vertical applications, often built around an accounting core. CrRical
business data resides in these applications, not in Office.
¯ Externally focused. The rule of thumb is that $ORG communications are the
inverse of LORGs: 80% is external and only 20% Is internal. The graphic
~epresen~ation of this is the commonly heard response to questions about
usefulness of ~ for Interns| communications: "You don’t understand the
scale of my business. When I want to t~lk to [co-worker] ! just shout!" By
contrast, ksel~ng in touch with customers, palmers, and suppliers is a much
more challenging task for SORGs.
¯ High usage of externally-focused~ non-treclltional computers, Fax
machines, cash registers, phones, etc are very common in $ORGs. These
machines are critical to running the business, yet with very few exceptions
are never connected to an Office pc. 3us~ as LORGs live and d|e by email,
SORGs today live and die by Fax, typically using physical, dedicated Fax
machines.
¯ Business critical Inf~rmatbn difficult to get at. Paper as a storage
mechanism is very common. SORGs typicafly have no centralized or
specialized computer system to track documents end crltlcal business
Information. They are faced with keeptng a handle on the ~paper bea~".
¯ lntemet, Net PC Net: SORGs are mostly (soon universally) connected to the
Intemet, even if only through simple unshared dial-up access to AOL (I$P for
47% of SORGs in US). However, only about a third of SORGs have LANs
installed and, even on these, the most common sewer NO$ is stilf Windows
95. lncreas|ngly, business-business communication ts as important as
business-customer communication. Usage currently mainly browsing. SORGs
dream of e-commerce, but no concrete plans, except where driven by larger
customer or supplier needs.

End user

Hake is simple to share InfmmatJo~ about customem with other
employees in your business, and simple t~ access information

about your custorners and their ixojects.
Influen~! End-user

In addition to v~hat is provided for end users above, provide
~o oJsmmize for your s~eciflc needs and the needs of your

13"

Nothing - you don’t exist in small businesses. Actually, this is an
functioning In an tT ro~e, some do and othem use VAPs as their IT

Provide a set of tx:ols that allow you to distinguish your small

business from your om~ by providing superior customer
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service, and increase your business health by making yo~. °
employees morn all,lent and effect~e.
See ]1" atxwe.

CXO

Functionality Goals
The functionality goals for the SBT team fall into four, prlorltized buckets:
* Nailing customer management
. Leveraging O~ as value add for small businesses using MSN and ot~er hosting
.
.

Ensuring Oftlce tools mee~ the needs of small bu~nesses
Extending Btslrmss Management offerings

and other teams, we am coring opticm fc~ delivering some of I~e functionality via t~e web
on NRO street-date, which implies staggering our dev rr~ from those of Office.

Customer management is critical to survival for small bUS~o Xrfaarac~ng and communicating
with customers and managing f~ose communion’dons Is how small business ernt~oyees spend
most of ttteir time. Good customer ~ is one way thai: a small business can
differentiate ~ from its competition. Xnczeaslngly, smafl businesses are facing fierce
compete, whether from large companies (e.g., local book stores vs Barnes & Noble, Borders,
et:c) or from ompet~ offering ~ products or sendcas via the internet (e.g., the Lake
Union boat; part/repair shop losing l~usiness to a .~n~!l business in Florida promoting itself via ’me
int~).
Tn 01~ 2000, SBT I~ Small Busktess Customer Manager. xt: prc~ a shared, integrated
datasmre contlatning cc~t~’t informat~on from Outlook with ~ re~ Information from
small business acx:ourfdng apps. SBCIvl then provides dl~ views of that oJstomer information
(Top ~, Cusmme~ by Time Since Last Order, etx:), and provides ~one-dk:k" solutions for
automating common ~r-re~ actior~ - sending a Thank You lett=r to customers
(automates Word mall merge), sending a ’~/e’ve r4oved" pam:~rd to all customers (automates
PuNisher mail merge), etc.
WT~ NRO, we need ID ~omplete the work we started with SBCM to etabling small businesses to
more efficiently rnansge I;heir custzwne~, provide better customer s~ and Increase the
number of cust;omet~. ~ need to autor~lly or easi~ (~pture all ~ communication
and ~.tstomer related information and e~ that in~ in aPPt~ ways.
means being tightiy integrated with OutSook, inc~udmcj using Outlooks s~’hema, storage and
Spedflcally, the work we are planning on includes:
*
.

Extend Out~ Contacts to ~ basic traddng in a shared ¢x~text (meeting not~.s,
phone calls,
Extend Outlook Contacts to support customer managm’ne~ functions (las~ order plat=d,
pmmect~ve customer status, etc.)
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a we~ presen~ si~. ~(end the general web s~ wlzards m hook I~ speclfic
small ~ ~, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~n ~ ~
in~n ~ ~ ~ a~ ~ ~ (indUing ~ a~,
~ s~ m I~ ~~. ~ ~ an ~~ s~ ~ on
s~l ~ ~ I~ ~ ~ ~ s~e ~mun~Uo~, p~
~ ~~ ga~ m a ~ s~ ~ ~ I~ ~ ~ O~k
da~ ~ ~r I~ ¯ ~.
~I ~~ ~ ~mun~ ~I~ a~ ml~ on i~l d~m~3.
~ wh~ ~m ~~~a~~~l~.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ mall b~

Won’b;
Pn:Nk~ a hostlrlg inh-aRnJ~tum. Alb’lough hosting Is a ho~ ~ for small I~usiness
focus, the Office 51rr mm will not invest in hosUng infracture. We wil~, however, work
¯

Provide a small lx~n~s web portal. Uke hosting, U~e char~er for I:his falls ~o a cf~’ferent
group, in Utis ~se IvlSN. We will, however’, work with MSN t~ ensure thai: t~e web por’ml
~ int~grat~ w~ Office, and tha~ there is added value for t~e Offi~ cus’l~Jm~

¯

Provide an accounUng apptk:a~n. Our e~rUse IS in productN~ applical;~s,
accounting applk:abons. WhiJe we will ~onUnue m work w~h the small bus)hess
accz)unt~g Isv’s, we will r~ provl~ an accounUng applk:aUon.

<<more I:o

Scenarios
<<und~ ~>>
Demo
<<under ~>>

Cusl=mer input
<<t~ns ofs~ vtsl!:s and sew~t s1:~les; wil ~ w~ cons~dal:~ Info >>
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Technical Znvestments
Project Tenets
Relatsd Documents
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AUU~Or gJ:T~.DJ:
Cre;~ted 4/6tgg
Ulxla~ed, 4t I3/g9

Summary
general murdlinguaJ func~xm~. Cust0mem love I~ as!~ct of ~ and can m~diatety penmive its

investn~nt in Off~elO for woddwide are therefore as fo~ows:

Finish the job

~ Piugg~ble UI for Publbher and PhotoDraw - Publisher and PhotoDraw am part of Itm
lmigned to he~ LORGs de¢~ Of~e. They mx~d adopt a ingle exe with a Pluggable UI to
o BI~ 8¢rJpt lupllort la FmmPage, Publisher, and PhotoDraw. In ~000 we

a~d u~e It on~ a~ a oxrc~ity ~k~gwhich maims intl deflioymeN ddloult (some or our o=t~ent does not run unless localized
names am used). For OBoslO, al~ MSIs should use UI"F.8 as the encoding. "1"~ almost works
Q Help mfem ta the active UI ~ms, not UI t~nn~ in Itie language of HMp. In Ch~e2000 we
hadto cut this to Ihe fismay of several laq~e accounts. In Off.el0, the Help wi#l reference Ihe
UI I~n-ns in Ihe language of lhe cuffent Ul, not We language of Help. A few lnes of script allow
each Help fie to mod~ the UI terms ~ to rt’~tch what b being dispJayed,
[3 Morn ~mplm globalllaSml/pil~eblliW of ~ompmmnts. Clean up remaining iletns that
do not I~ug Ul, or am not gk~0aSzed, Reduce the list of exceplJons to our worldwide story.
r~

E.gllsh Mini4.PK supl0m~d on MI Ior.aliz~l bulkls. CurmnlJy accourd~ that dq:Aoy
kx:edized vemions have no wayto get 10tug Ulto English.

Consistent
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Global IME mq~K.t in ~’I app.- all al:Ciicaik~ns should SUlqport the installal~e "Gioba~ IME"
in a~ edit c~ltmls to atk:w Asian typing. This API will bo used to provide speec~ support for
non-crucmi arm, so ~t is necessary.
~ I.~nguaDe autx),detocti~ in Publisher, PoworPolnt, FrontPage, Outlook - Leverage
~ IM~ i m~po~ ~ ~1 np~ - Wo~O0 ~ ahead ~ ~e o~ apps ~ ~is area,
a~d we ~ou~ b~g U~n ~ up ~ a consm~ M
~ in a~a~
(Ruby~hom.on~ ~

Complete
~ Unlcode3~)mndsurn~palramppo~t-NIAslangovomments(eop. Hong Kong, Takvan)
han~eso New c~racmm am being ~ ~ ~ (4.eyte) va~s cal~ed sum)gala
rand Offlcol0 ~ (:k) ~ scrota t)~ ~ ~ 40,000 now A~an
J~.

Appropriate

~rrmrface from lIT/Clam which allows ~ tyldng ~ IMEs. This ~H be a test bed for

to {draw on -a container U~at holds al tl~ elements of a drawing, ruskin9 it easier ~ ~tove!op
as well as allow tl~ngs la~ connectors in Word - somett~nO that today forces us to sr~p
usaidity in kpcalzod vemons. Curront~ ~errm am decdded by vendors who may not idck a
i~ O¢ltoel0 and work w~th suk~dlades t~ get ~ m salect~d.

Compelling

n Handwriting R~ intogritlon with WINCE and tablets. Leverage MS
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scenaf’K~. A) Note taking can use eteclmnic Ink. Import notes into ~ anti other apps as Ink.
Recogmze text ~ter, conve~ diegmrm to drawin~ (if Ommd). B) Direct hanoi,’brig support in
Word via ~ C)
"
’ ~mnarios ~ Ink on WoKI ~uments, po~ibly
Machine T~ lnt~lmtlon - Cun’e~ tecdmcdoW now has bus~nes~ vakJe. ,Nthough far
from ~ it,,vodcs well ermugh to tell the r~Oer w~at a Oocument is about, anti empowem
provide I~e ability to ea~ty Imagn~ ~ tran~alion into Word, Outb~ IE anti other apps
to help ~n lntl~mtiorml ¢olklbora~ art¢l iMomtmJo~ Mtadng. They are fuliy aware of the

"your" language (aut:Hramk~ whib brow~g, with ~ ’V’mw Original’), an ah:l to
authoring in your ~ languag~ (tr~luenlly Engti~t), a way ~ read fomgn language
mail/doc~ m-eto you (pedtap= via an alias you area mentor of, or because your company

Fit o~ X ~ (Weed) - Aatan u~m olin ~tart a document wi~ the goat of having it fit ~

at the s~ne I~’m (studer~, e~). Th~s has always been a ~op V~P femure.

Processllntemals
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Customers
LORGSIlT
OBce.,.vk~ support for Plug UI, single exe, same ~ of ~m-Quages in a~t apps makes m~out
deployment a no-brainer for ~ of ~. No gotchai or ~.
sooner, smoother.

BDM

Influential End User

End User
ASia: bl~er IME experience
,Nl: be~er drawir~ (Word)
All:

Scenarios:
Multina~onat LORG

~ ~ ~m ~. ~ ~10, ~ ~ (US ~ UN, ~ ~n~ M~

~10, ~ ¯ n=~ ~ ~ ~b ~, ~ u~.
~.
~
~ ~ F~ ~s, ~ ~ ~ ~ d~ ~p~ ~1, s~ ~ ~ F~
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tmnstat~m as an aid while reviewing ~ E.ngllsh source page for ~ info. User also recedes
English-language rnail on serial cofpora~ mail ~iases she is a member of. She ml;’anslal~s
~ llgum out ~at ~hey am ~ and dele~s those ~tt ~re o~ no in~ F~ ol~lers, she

App.specific Intl Plans:
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